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A 22-GHz Mobile Microwave Radiometer (MobRa)

for the Study of Middle Atmospheric Water Vapor
Erwan Motte, Philippe Ricaud, Benjamin Gabard, Mathieu Niclas, and Fabrice Gangneron

Abstract—We present a new compact and automated ground-
based microwave mobile radiometer dedicated to the study of
middle atmospheric water vapor, which is convenient for measure-
ment, intercomparison, and validation campaigns, particularly in
remote places. The instrument detects the 616−523 H2O tran-
sition line at 22.235 GHz by means of balanced beam-switching
observation of the atmosphere. Tipping curves are performed
to estimate the tropospheric opacity. The sky is used as a cold
load for calibration, minimizing the use of liquid nitrogen. The
main technical issues are caused by the small horn antenna
(a beamwidth of ∼12

◦) inducing large bias when using pencil-
beam approximation for the calculation of elevation-dependent
parameters. Numerical methods have been developed to include
this effect in the data calibration process. Preliminary vertical pro-
files are retrieved with the Microwave Odin LIne Estimation and
REtrieval radiative transfer and inversion tool from 25 to 55 km
with a vertical resolution of 10–20 km increasing with height, for
an integration time of ∼12 h and a measurement error of ∼15%
(∼0.8 ppmv). Preliminary comparisons with the spaceborne in-
strument Aura/Microwave Limb Sounder show a good agreement
(∼5%) in the 35–55-km altitude range, whereas a negative bias is
detected below (up to −30% at 25 km).

Index Terms—Atmospheric measurement, calibration,
radiometry.

I. INTRODUCTION

WATER vapor (H2O) is a key constituent of the middle

atmosphere. It plays a major role in the energy balance

of the Earth’s atmosphere by emitting and absorbing in the in-

frared domain. It also takes parts in several reactions involving

ozone chemistry and in the formation of polar stratospheric

clouds. In addition, owing to its long lifetime, H2O can be used

as a tracer of middle atmospheric dynamics. The concentration

of middle atmospheric H2O is governed by the oxidation of

methane and by the direct injection from the troposphere,

particularly in the tropics as the main sources, and photolysis

through solar Lyman-α radiation as the main sink. Over the

period from 1980 to 2000, an increase in stratospheric water

vapor has been observed by means of radiosoundings [1] and

confirmed by remote-sensing measurements [2]. Since 2001,

a decrease in H2O has been measured [3], whereas a recent

reprocessing of in situ data minimizes the previously measured

trends [4].

The authors are with the Laboratoire d’Aérologie, Université de Toulouse,
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique UMR 5560, 31400 Toulouse,
France (e-mail: erwan.motte@aero.obs-mip.fr).

Some satellite instruments (e.g., Odin/Submillimeter Ra-

diometer [5], Aura/Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) [6],

ENVISAT/Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric

Sounding [7], and MetOp/Infrared Atmospheric Sounding In-

terferometer [8]) measure H2O in the stratosphere and/or

in the troposphere and need ground-based measurements for

validation.

The first ground-based measurements of middle atmospheric

water vapor by observation of the 616−523 H2O transition

line at 22.235 GHz with microwave radiometers were per-

formed in the late 1970s [9]. Since then, new measurement

methods improving calibration and stability have been devel-

oped [10], [11]. For more than 20 years, the technology has

been evolving, instrumental noise level has been drastically

reduced, even with uncooled amplifiers, and spectrometers

have increased in bandwidth and resolution. Nevertheless, rela-

tively few ground-based instruments exist at present, which are

mainly located in the mid- or high-latitude regions, e.g., Water

Vapor Millimeter-Wave Spectrometer instruments in California

(U.S.), New Zealand and Hawaii (U.S.) [12], Onsala Radiome-

ter in Gothenburg, Sweden [13], Middle Atmospheric Water

Vapor Radiometer in Bern, Switzerland [14], and Radiometer

for Atmospheric Measurements in Spitsbergen, Norway [15].

Most of them belong to the international Network for the De-

tection of Atmospheric Composition Change (NDACC) [16].

We present a new compact and automated ground-based

radiometer for the study of middle atmospheric water vapor.

Nowadays, microwave mobile radiometer (MobRa) is the most

compact and transportable instrument for measuring middle

atmospheric H2O. It uses a new technique for the calibration

of elevation, and new analysis methods have been set up to

account for its large beamwidth. Its home base is located at

Lannemezan Atmospheric Research Center, France [43◦ N,

0.2◦ E, and 580 m above sea level (a.s.l.)]. MobRa is also a

prototype for developing two other instruments to be installed

at the following: 1) at the Reunion Island Observatory on Maïdo

summit (21◦ S, 55◦ E, and 2100 m a.s.l.) in the Indian Ocean

and 2) at the Dome C Concordia station in Antarctica (75◦ S,

123◦ E, and 3200 m a.s.l.). The aim of this global project is to

provide information about the long-term trends of water vapor

at different latitudes in the scope of NDACC.

The first part of this paper will describe the instrumental

setup (Section II) and the measurement and calibration prin-

ciples (Section III) with a particular focus on the specific

methods required to cope with the large beamwidth caused by

the reduced antenna size (Section IV). The second part will deal

with data analysis and retrievals (Section V) and will present

preliminary results (Section V-C).
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II. INSTRUMENT

A. Measurement Principle

The MobRa instrument measures the intensity of the

H2O microwave emission line at 22.235 GHz. The shape

of this spectral line is governed mainly by two processes:

1) the temperature-dependent Doppler broadening and 2) the

pressure-dependent collisional broadening [17]. In the at-

mosphere, as pressure decreases exponentially with height,

the line shape is therefore related to the vertical distribution

of the species. Inversion techniques can be used to retrieve

vertical profiles from ground-based observations at only one

observation angle. The maximum retrieval height is limited by

the spectrometer resolution and the Doppler broadening effect

to about 75–80 km at ∼22 GHz [17], whereas the minimum

retrieval height is limited by the instrument total bandwidth and

the so-called baseline ripples.

In microwave radiometry, the intensity of radiation is often

expressed in terms of brightness temperature Tb, which is pro-

portional to the physical temperature of a blackbody emitting in

the Rayleigh–Jeans approximation of the Planck Law [17]. The

observed brightness temperature Tb,out(ν) at the location s =
sout of the line of sight can be approximated by the radiative

transfer equation [18] as a function of initial brightness temper-

ature Tb,in(ν) at the location s = sin, the physical temperature

of the medium, i.e., the atmosphere T (s), and the absorption

coefficient α(ν, s) at the location s and frequency ν

Tb,out(ν)=Tb,in(ν)e−τ(ν,sin)+

sin
∫

sout

T (s)e−τ(ν,s)α(ν, s)ds (1)

where τ(ν, s) is the optical depth or opacity defined as the

integral of the absorption coefficient along the line of sight

τ(ν, s) =

s
∫

0

α(ν, s′)ds′. (2)

B. Description of the Instrument

The instrument is shown in Fig. 1, and the functional block

diagram is shown in Fig. 2. It is a compact radiometer (1 × 1 ×

1.2 m3 and ∼100 kg), which was initially developed at the Lab-

oratoire d’Astrodynamique, d’Astrophysique et d’Aéronomie

de Bordeaux, France, and designed to be easily transported. The

instrument has undergone several major changes in the previous

years in order to implement new measurement techniques and

to improve the quality and stability of the measured signal.

The current receiver is composed of a Potter horn having a

theoretical beamwidth of ∼12◦ full-width at half-maximum

(FWHM), which is consistent with the simulated and measured

antenna patterns (Fig. 3), followed by an uncooled low-noise

high-electron mobility transistor amplifier exhibiting a noise

figure of 1.5. The heterodyne single-side band (SSB) mixing

stage downconverts the signal to the intermediate-frequency

band of 1.6–2.5 GHz. SSB filtering is achieved after the first

amplification stage by a bandpass cavity filter centered at

22.235 GHz and having a bandwidth of 1 GHz. Based on the

Fig. 1. MobRa instrument for the measurement of middle atmospheric H2O
on the terrace of the Laboratoire d’Aérologie, Toulouse, France.

vendor test sheets, the rejection in the image band is better than

32 dB (< 0.1%). The total receiver noise temperature of the

receiver Trec is ∼200-K SSB, and the total front-end amplifica-

tion is about 80 dB. The front end is in a temperature-controlled

shielded enclosure. The signal is analyzed by an acousto-optical

spectrometer (AOS) having an effective bandwidth of 850 MHz

on 1600 channels and an Allan variance stability of 10 s.

The AOS detection threshold is −64 dBm, and its response

is linear up to −50-dBm input power. A frequency calibration

is performed every two weeks by injecting a Dirac-comb sig-

nal of known frequencies into the spectrometer. Control and

acquisition routines are operated from a standard PC running

Labview. Note that, at the present time, MobRa still needs a

human intervention to be covered in case of rain. An automated

mechanical roof commanded by a rain sensor is currently being

designed in order for MobRa to be fully automated.

C. Measurement Method

1) Beam-Switching Method: The radiometer uses the bal-

anced beam-switching method described in [10], i.e., measures

the difference [S − R] between a signal beam [S] at low

elevation, having a long pathlength in the atmosphere and a

reference beam [R] at high elevation. This method prevents

the system from being sensitive to nonlinearities in the system

gain and tropospheric opacity variations. In the present setup,

[S] has an elevation ranging from 20◦ to 35◦, depending on

the tropospheric conditions, and [R] is directed toward zenith.

A piece of microwave absorber ECCOSORB AN-74, which

from hereon will be considered as the dielectric balance load,

is inserted into the reference beam to compensate for the

lower atmospheric emission. The signal beam [S] elevation is

automatically adjusted so that [S − R] is close to zero.

2) Measurement Cycles and Calibration Scheme: Each

[S − R] measurement cycle takes about 1 min, including
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Fig. 2. H2O MobRa instrument block diagram.

Fig. 3. Radiation patterns of the horn used by MobRa in the E-plane (vertical polarization). (a) Simulations for the center frequency, i.e., 22.2 GHz (solid line),
and for the frequencies at the edge of the band, i.e., 21.7 (dotted line) and 22.7 GHz (dashed line). Top: Whole beam. Bottom: Zoom on the center of the beam.
(b) Radiation patterns at 22.2 GHz: Measured (solid line), simulated (dotted line), and modeled by a Gaussian function (dashed line). As for (a), lower panel is a
zoom on the center of the beam. The horizontal dash–dotted line represents the −3-dB level.

balancing, and corresponds to an effective integration time of

about 10 s. In every 15 measurement cycles, a calibration cycle

is performed during which several measurements are made. The

so-called tipping curve (elevation scanning) is achieved in order

to determine the properties of the troposphere followed by hot

load (piece of HR1 microwave absorber at ambient tempera-

ture) and cold load (sky at 60◦ elevation) measurements. Liquid

nitrogen (LN2) is also used as a cold load on a weekly basis

in order to validate the usual calibration method. Calibration

procedures will be detailed in Section III-A.

3) Calibration of Elevation: Even small errors in elevation

angle value can induce large bias on signal intensity, partic-

ularly at low elevations. We used a sky scanning method to

calibrate the elevation angle, which is based on the hypothesis

that, in clear sky conditions, the instrument should measure the

smallest intensity in the zenith direction, as the instrument is

pointing toward the shortest atmospheric pathlength.

Our method consists of a clear sky scan at the elevation angle

θ ranging from 45◦ to 90◦ on both sides of the zenith direction in

the vertical measurement plane, which is by steps of 0.45◦ (five

motor steps). Integration time is set to 150 ms per scan angle.

The dielectric balance load and the hot load have to be removed

for this operation. Data are then automatically analyzed. The

derivative of the averaged power from channels 400 to 1000

(namely, from 22.05 to 22.50 GHz) versus the zenith angle is

computed (Fig. 4). This derivative should be equal to zero when

the received power versus angle reaches a minimum. In order to

cope with the fluctuations coming from the instrumental noise,
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Fig. 4. Calibration of the mirror elevation, using the zenith-minimum tech-
nique. Upper panel: Measured total power versus mirror position. Lower panel:
First derivative of the measured total power versus mirror position. The vertical
line represents the estimated angular offset.

we fit a third-order polynomial function and compute the real

root of the function, which corresponds to the elevation offset.

Several elevation scans that are performed the same day show a

variability within ±0.5◦. The main advantage of this method

relies on its simplicity and is well suited for measurement

campaigns. However, to achieve a better accuracy, particularly

for long-term measurements, other calibration methods, e.g.,

sun scanning, are actually being investigated.

III. RAW DATA PROCESSING

A. Calibration

The antenna brightness temperature Ta(ν) corresponding

to the energy emitted by the atmosphere and coupled with

the antenna is linked to the output of each channel of the

spectrometer Va(ν) as

Va(ν) = G(ν) (Ta(ν) + Trec(ν)) + V0(ν) (3)

where G(ν) is the gain of the system, V0(ν) is the spectrometer

offset, or zero-check, and Trec(ν) is the receiver noise temper-

ature. V0(ν) can be easily measured by plugging a matched

load to the input of the spectrometer. G(ν) and Trec(ν) can be

calculated by pointing the instrument horn toward two targets

(the so-called cold and hot loads) that are considered as black

bodies with known physical temperatures [19].

The calibrated balanced spectrum T
[S−R]
a (ν) is calculated

from the spectrometer outputs V
[S]
a (ν) and V

[R]
a (ν) of the

[S] and [R] measurements, respectively, using only G(ν), by

considering Trec(ν) and V0(ν) stable during the [S] and [R]

measurements. From (3), T
[S−R]
a (ν) can be estimated as

T [S−R]
a (ν) =

(

V [S]
a (ν) − V [R]

a (ν)
)

/G(ν). (4)

As the calibration is performed only every 15 [S − R] mea-

surements, calibration information [G(ν) and V
[cold]
a (ν)] is

Fig. 5. Illustration of the decomposition of the balanced signal T
[S−R]
b

into
different contributions.

linearly interpolated for every [S − R] measurement pair. We

now drop the ν notation for the frequency-dependent variables.

B. Correction for Tropospheric Attenuation and Elevation

From each calibrated balanced spectrum T
[S−R]
a , the middle

atmospheric contribution in zenith direction T
[z]
b,ma must be de-

rived to be able to average the measurements made at different

elevations and in different tropospheric conditions in order to

improve signal-to-noise ratio.

By definition, T
[S−R]
a can be modeled as the difference

between the signal beam T
[S]
b and the reference beam T

[R]
b con-

tributions. As shown in Fig. 5, considering the troposphere as

an isothermal layer of mean temperature Ttrop and mean zenith

opacity τ
[z]
trop, and based on (1), T

[S]
b and T

[R]
b can be modeled

according to the cosmic background radiation T0, the middle at-

mospheric emission Tb,ma, and the physical temperature Td and

opacity τd of the dielectric balance load in the reference beam

T
[S]
b ≈

(

T0+T
[S]
b,ma

)

e−τ
[z]
tropA[S]

+Ttrop

(

1−e−τ
[z]
tropA[S]

)

(5)

T
[R]
b ≈

(

T0+T
[R]
b,ma

)

e−τ
[z]
tropA[R]

e−τd

+ Ttrop

(

1−e−τ
[z]
tropA[R]

)

e−τd +Td(1−e−τd) (6)

where A[S] and A[R] are the tropospheric air mass factors

(AMFs) in the [S] and [R] directions, respectively. The

calculation of the AMF based on the elevation angle and

antenna beam shape will be detailed in Section IV-A.

At 22.235 GHz, the middle atmospheric contribution ac-

counts for less than 1% of the total atmospheric emission

observed at any elevation from the ground [20]. By neglecting

the middle atmospheric contribution, the opacity τd of the

dielectric balanced load can be estimated from (6) by

τd≈−ln

⎛

⎝

T
[R]
a −Td

T0e
−τ

[z]
tropA[R]

+Ttrop

(

1−e−τ
[z]
tropA[R]

)

−Td

⎞

⎠ (7)
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where T
[R]
a is the measured total power in the reference beam

calibrated in brightness temperature by

T [R]
a (ν) =

(

V [R]
a (ν) − V [cold]

a (ν)
)

/G(ν) + Tcold. (8)

The middle atmospheric emissions T
[S]
b,ma and T

[R]
b,ma in the

[S] and [R] directions along the line of sight can be expressed

based on the emission in the zenith direction T
[z]
b,ma by

T
[S]
b,ma ≈T

[z]
b,maA

[S]
ma (9)

T
[R]
b,ma ≈T

[z]
b,maA

[R]
ma (10)

where A
[S]
ma and A

[R]
ma are the middle atmospheric AMFs of the

signal and reference beams, respectively.

By subtracting (6) from (5) and using (9) and (10), we can

define the corrected spectrum Tb,corr as the relation between

T
[S−R]
a and T

[z]
b,ma

Tb,corr = cf · T
[S−R]
a = T

[z]
b,ma + Tb,res (11)

where cf is the so-called correction factor given by

cf =
(

A[S]
mae

−τ
[z]
tropA[S]

− A[R]
mae

−τ
[z]
tropA[R]

e−τd

)−1

(12)

and Tb,res is the frequency-dependent residual term having a

null average value over the measurement bandwidth induced

by the beam-switching method employed. It originates from

the following: 1) a contribution from the tropospheric emission

difference in the [S] and [R] directions, whose spectral shape

can be modeled by a second-order polynomial function [21]

and 2) the standing waves in the receiver that have a spectral

periodicity related to the distances between reflecting obstacles

in the instrument (see, e.g., [13]). We therefore use a sum of

a second-order polynomial function and two sine functions to

model Tb,res.

From the corrected spectrum Tb,corr, the inversion process

(see Section V-A) actually retrieves the following: 1) the

vertical middle atmospheric water vapor profile related to

T
[z]
b,ma and 2) the parameters of the mathematical functions

describing Tb,res.

C. Filtering and Averaging

Calibrated and corrected spectra are filtered based on the

variations (deviation from a running mean) in the signal av-

eraged total power spectrum T
[S]
a and in the calibrated and

corrected balanced spectrum Tb,corr. Each individual Tb,corr

spectrum corresponds to an effective integration time of 10 s.

Data used for the retrieval of one vertical profile correspond

to ∼1000 individual spectra (total effective integration time of

∼3 h), which are required to reduce the random noise level

down to ∼10 mK based on the radiometer equation [22]. Fig. 6

shows the calibrated and corrected spectrum integrated over one

day of measurement. For the retrieval of the middle atmospheric

water vapor, only the 375-MHz band centered around the

22.235-GHz H2O line is considered since the far wings of the

Fig. 6. Full bandwidth spectrum Tb,corr calibrated and corrected for tro-
pospheric attenuation, which is daily averaged over July 12, 2007 (∼8000-s
effective integration time). The retrieval process is actually performed within
the spectral band delimited by the two vertical dotted lines (22.235 ±

0.185 GHz).

spectrum are contaminated by the baseline structure and, there-

fore, cannot provide information on the vertical distribution of

H2O in the lower stratosphere.

IV. DETERMINATION OF TROPOSPHERIC PROPERTIES

In order to estimate the tropospheric properties needed to

compute the correction factor cf and to use the sky as a cold

load, the tropospheric mean temperature Ttrop and the opacity

in zenith direction τ
[z]
trop must be estimated. As explained in

Section III-B, the middle atmospheric contribution accounts

for less than 1% of the total atmospheric emission observed

from the ground. With no dielectric balance load in the beam

(elevation angle θ between 15◦ and 60◦) and by neglecting the

middle atmospheric contribution, the brightness temperature

of the sky observed from the ground Tb(θ) can be written

from (5) as

Tb(θ) ≈ T0e
−A(θ)τ

[z]
trop + Ttrop(1 − e−A(θ)τ

[z]
trop) (13)

where A(θ) is the AMF at elevation θ.

A. AMF

For ground-based instruments, the airmass factor is generally

computed in a geometrical way as the ratio of the pathlength

in the viewing direction upon the pathlength in the zenith

direction. In the pencil-beam approximation [10], the AMF

Apb(θ) takes into account the curvature of the Earth

Apb(θ) =
1 + zref/Re

√

sin2 θ + 2zref/Re + (zref/Re)2
(14)

where zref is the mean altitude of the considered layer. In this

paper, we used zref = 4 km for the tropospheric AMF and

zref = 35 km for the stratospheric AMF. Re is the radius of the

Earth (Re = 6378 km). However, this estimation introduces a
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Fig. 7. Relative difference (Apb(θ) − Art(θ))/Art(θ) (solid line) and
(Aa(θ) − Art(θ))/Art(θ) (dashed line) versus elevation angle. A 12◦

FWHM Gaussian shape is assumed for the antenna beam.

strong bias when using a wide beamwidth antenna, particularly

at low elevations, since the instrument couples radiation coming

from other parts of the sky. To improve the calculation of the

AMF, Apb(θ) is convolved with the instrument antenna pattern

F (θ) to compute the antenna-corrected AMF Aa(θ)

Aa(θ) =

∫ +π

−π
Apb(θ + θ′)F (θ′)dθ′
∫ +π

−π
F (θ′)dθ′

. (15)

As suggested by Han [23], the AMF can also be defined as

the ratio of the opacity τ(θ) at a given elevation angle θ upon

the opacity in the zenith direction τ [z]

Art(θ) = τ(θ)/τ [z]. (16)

To compute the opacities in different viewing directions, we

have used the generic Microwave Odin LIne Estimation and

REtrieval (MOLIERE) radiative transfer and inversion tool that

is fully described in Section V. MOLIERE simulates refrac-

tion, spherical geometry, antenna pattern, and ground emission.

As an a priori information for the tropospheric temperature,

pressure, and relative humidity vertical profiles, we have used

one year of radiosoundings from the Mérignac Airport, France

(44.8◦ N and 0.7◦ E), which is 200 km away from the instrument

location.

Fig. 7 shows the relative difference between Art(θ) and

the other estimations, namely, Apb(θ) and Aa(θ). A 12◦

FWHM Gaussian function is used to approximate the MobRa

beamshape. At low elevation (θ ≤ 15◦), a relative difference

as high as 25% can be observed for Apb(θ) and 8% for

Aa(θ). This effect is mainly caused by ground emission, which

is computed only in Art(θ). Above 20◦ of elevation, Aa(θ)
shows very good agreement with Art(θ) (≤ 1%). The Apb(θ)
estimation is valid within 1% only above 45◦ of elevation. This

paper shows the following: 1) that it is important to take into

account the antenna beamwidth in the computation of the AMF

for MobRa and 2) that using elevation angles lower than 20◦

should be avoided in order to minimize ground effects.

B. Mean Tropospheric Temperature Ttrop

Several parameterizations have been developed to estimate

Ttrop from the ground temperature Tground. One of the most

widely used is the one described in [23], which is a function of

frequency and AMF but does not account for the beamshape.

We have therefore used the radiative transfer model MOLIERE

with the same a priori data and settings as the ones described in

Section IV-A to compute the brightness temperature Tb and the

opacity τ
[z]
trop of the troposphere for different AMFs and then to

estimate ∆Trt, i.e., the difference between Tground and Ttrop

versus elevation angle from (13).

The upper panel of Fig. 8 shows ∆T as calculated by

the different methods. For AMFs> 2, the difference between

the output of the radiative transfer model ∆Trt and the Han

method (an interpolated lookup table) [23] ∆THan gradually

increases to reach 10 K at AMF = 3. To assess the effect of

the beamshape, a radiative transfer simulation with the pencil-

beam approximation has been performed, yielding results that

are very similar to the Han method.

The impact of the difference in Ttrop on the calculation of

other tropospheric parameters, namely, the opacity τ
[z]
trop and

the brightness temperature Tb when all the other variables of

(13) are supposed to be known, is shown in the lower panel

of Fig. 8. At low elevations (AMF ≥ 3), the difference on the

calculation of τ
[z]
trop can reach 0.015 Np, which corresponds to

∼15% of the opacity in clear sky conditions, and the difference

on the estimation of Tb reaches 5 K, which represents ∼10% of

the received brightness temperature in clear sky conditions. In

our processing, a lookup table computed from MOLIERE sim-

ulations is used to estimate Ttrop from the ground temperature

and the elevation angle.

C. Opacity

To estimate the tropospheric opacity τ
[z]
trop, tipping curve

measurements are performed after each calibration cycle,

namely, every 15 [S − R] measurements. The sky is scanned

at eight different elevation angles between 60◦ and 25◦ (AMF

ranging from 1.2 to 2.6, respectively). An iterative method

introduced in [23] and adapted and validated by [24] is then

used to estimate the opacity.

This method can be divided into five steps.

1) The sky brightness temperature at 60◦ of elevation is

estimated from (12) with an initial value of the zenith

opacity of 0.2.

2) The gain is computed by using the sky brightness temper-

ature modeled in 1) as the cold load.

3) Tipping curve measurements are calibrated in brightness

temperature from the new calculated gain.

4) The calibrated measurements are mapped into opacities

in the line of sight.

5) The new zenith opacity is given by the slope of the linear

fit of the line-of-sight opacities versus AMF.

The new zenith opacity is injected into step 1) until the offset

at the origin of the line-of-sight opacities versus AMF fit is
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Fig. 8. Upper panel: Comparison of the estimation of ∆T versus AMF considering different methods, namely, radiative transfer with antenna radiation pattern
(solid line and triangles), radiative transfer with pencil beam (dashed line and squares), and Han parameterization (dotted line and circles). Lower left panel:

Impact of the difference in Ttrop on the calculation of τ
[z]
trop. Lower right panel: Impact of the difference in Ttrop on the calculation of Tb.

Fig. 9. Correlation between τ
[z]
trop(LN2) and τ

[z]
trop(Sky) estimated in

Toulouse for the period from August 2 to 5, 2007.

smaller than 10−2. The process usually converges after one or

two iterations.

We compared the opacity derived from the LN2 calibration

τ
[z]
trop(LN2) versus the opacity derived from the sky calibration

τ
[z]
trop(Sky) for the period from August 2 to 5, 2007 (Fig. 9). The

correlation factor r is ∼0.98, the mean difference is ∼1.70%,

and the standard deviation is ∼4.5%.

D. Sky as a Cold Load

By knowing all the tropospheric parameters in (13), it is then

possible to estimate the sky brightness temperature Tb and,

therefore, to use the sky as a calibration load. To avoid interac-

tion with the dielectric balance load and bias introduced by low

elevation pointing, as for [13] and [14], we took an elevation

value of 60◦ (AMF = 1.2) for this particular measurement.

In Fig. 10, we compared the value of Trec estimated from

August 2 to 5, 2007, by calibration methods using two different

cold loads: LN2 and the sky at 60◦ of elevation. There is a good

agreement between the two methods, with an average difference

of ∼0.3 K (∼0.25%) and a standard deviation of ∼6 K (3.5%).

Three artefacts, which are labeled 1–3, are shown in Fig. 8.

The artefact labeled 2, which is occurring in the beginning of

the local afternoon, is caused by a refill of the LN2 Dewar.

The artefacts labeled 1 and 3 occurred at the same local time

(August 3 and 4, 2007) a few minutes after sunrise. They are

likely caused by a direct illumination of the hot load by the

sun, producing differences between the physical temperature

measured by the probe and the actual brightness temperature

of the load. We are currently investigating other ways of

positioning the temperature sensor in the hot load to avoid these

fluctuations.

V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A. Forward Model and Retrieval Method

The MOLIERE code [25] was initially developed for the

Odin satellite [5] and used in different ground-based projects,

e.g., O3 at 110 GHz [26] and ClO at 278 GHz [27]. The

MOLIERE code is separated into a forward model and

a retrieval code. The forward model includes modules for
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Fig. 10. Upper panel: Receiver temperature computed by using LN2 Trec(LN2) as a cold load (stars) and computed by using the sky Trec(sky) observed at an
elevation of 60◦ (solid line) for the period from August 2 to 5, 2007. Three artefacts, which are labeled 1–3, have been circled (see text for details). Lower panel:
Relative difference between Trec(LN2) and Trec(sky) for the same period.

spectroscopy, radiative transfer, and sensor characteristics

(antenna, sideband filter, and spectrometer). It also includes

different shapes of baseline undulations from cubic polyno-

mial to sine functions. The retrieval code is based upon the

optimal estimation method [28] and, coupled with the for-

ward model, allows nonlinear retrievals based on a Newton

Levenberg–Marquardt iteration scheme. An additional noise

parameter can also be added to the random radiometric noise

in order to cope with any spurious noise that cannot be fitted by

an algebraic mathematical function.

Spectroscopic line parameters for the line-by-line calcula-

tions have been taken from the Verdandi database (http://www.

rss.chalmers.se/gem/Research/verdandi.html), which merges

frequencies, line intensities, and lower state energies from the

JPL catalogue [29] with pressure broadening parameters from

the HITRAN compilation [30]. Only the 616−523 transition at

22.235 GHz is considered in this paper.

In this paper, the a priori information on H2O, temperature,

pressure, and altitude has been taken from the European Center

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts analysis. The a priori

error on H2O profiles has been set to 25% of the a priori mixing

ratios, and a diagonal covariance matrix has been built. The

additional noise parameter has been set to 5 mK. The maximum

number of iterations has been set to ten.

As explained in Section III-B, the residual contribution Tb,res

can be decomposed into the following two parts: 1) the second-

order polynomial function describing the troposphere residual

contribution and 2) the two sine functions related to reflections

within the instrument. All the parameters of the baseline are

retrieved during the inversion process. However, because of

their different natures, two methods have been used to estimate

the baseline a priori values and associated errors which will

then remain the same for the whole measurement period.

First, in the case of the polynomial function, for a given site

and a given measurement period, the a priori and error of the

coefficients should be as close as possible to their mean value

and natural variability, respectively. Therefore, we performed

a two-step inversion. The first step consists in a retrieval of

the coefficients of the polynomial function for each day of

the whole period with a priori values set to zero and a large

associated error. In the second step, the average and standard

deviation of the retrieved parameters are then calculated over

the whole period and used as a priori and errors, respectively,

to actually perform daily inversions.

Second, in the case of the sine functions, we used another

approach. On the one hand, it is difficult to estimate the fre-

quency of a sine function within the inversion process since it

is highly nonlinear. On the other hand, the frequency induced

by the physical length scales of the instrument does not change

much with time. Therefore, as a first step, we performed a study

to determine the frequencies of the sine functions, consisting in

a Fourier transform analysis of the measured spectra anomaly

[20]. Values of 200 and 150 MHz have been found, with

associated amplitudes of 30 ± 5 and 13 ± 5 mK, respectively.

Then, in the second step, these values are used as a priori for

the frequency of the sine functions, with associated errors set

to zero, so that only the phase and the amplitude of the sine

functions are actually estimated in the daily inversions.

B. Spectra

The instrument has performed 20 days of measurements in

its optimal configuration during summer 2007 on the terrace

of the Laboratoire d’Aérologie, Toulouse (45◦ N, 2.5◦ E, and

150 m a.s.l.). Fig. 11 (top) shows a typical daily averaged

spectrum as measured on July 12, 2007. Only the bandwidth
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Fig. 11. Twenty-four-hour averaged spectrum within 375 MHz centered around the 22.235-GHz transition line as measured by the MobRa instrument over
Toulouse, France, on July 12, 2007. Top: Calibrated and troposphere-corrected spectrum (dots), estimated by MOLIERE (thick gray line), and estimated Tb,res

(dashed). Middle: Middle atmospheric emission Tb,corr − Tb,res (dots) and estimated by MOLIERE (thick gray line). Bottom: Residuals.

used for retrieval is shown (375 MHz around the line center).

The integration time is about 8000 s. The estimated Tb,res is

shown as the dashed line. The estimated middle atmospheric

emission in the zenith direction T
[z]
b,ma = Tb,corr − Tb,res from

the measured and modeled spectra is shown in Fig. 11 (center).

The standard deviation of the residuals (Fig. 11, bottom) is

∼12 mK, whereas the total instrumental noise (average thermal

noise and additional random noise) is about 13 mK. Thus, in

terms of residuals, the retrievals can be considered as good.

C. Vertical Profiles

The width at half-maximum of the averaging kernels pro-

vided by the optimal estimation theory can be considered

as representative of the vertical resolution of the measure-

ments. The sum of the elements of each averaging kernel

(the measurement response) is an indication of the information

provided by the measurement upon the a priori information.

The optimal vertical domain where a meaningful information

can be retrieved is estimated by a measurement response greater

than 0.75, which means that the a priori information contami-

nates the retrieval by less than 25%.

The vertical profile is estimated after five iterations (Fig. 12,

left) from 25 to 55 km, with a vertical resolution between

∼10 and ∼20 km increasing with height (Fig. 12, right). The

measurement error is ∼0.8 ppmv (∼15%). The normalized χ2

(chi-square) indicates a good retrieval process when close to

one. The calculated normalized χ2 is 0.86 in our case, under-

lying that retrieval parameters (e.g., additional noise, a priori

covariance matrices, etc.) still need to be optimally tuned. The

number of independent vertical elements of information, which

is calculated as the trace of the averaging kernel matrix, is 2.4.

D. Preliminary Validation

The MLS instrument aboard the Aura satellite has been

launched in 2003 and has been providing H2O validated pro-

files since then [6]. We used MLS H2O data version 2.2 to

validate our measurements. Every daily vertical profile from

MobRa is compared with an average of all the profiles from

MLS measured in time coincidence of ±12 h around the

daily bin and in spatial coincidence within ±2◦ in latitude

and ±5◦ in longitude around the location of MobRa. This

corresponds to approximately five MLS profiles per day. The

vertical resolution of MLS profiles (2–5 km) is higher than the

vertical resolution of MobRa profiles (10–20 km). Therefore,

the MLS profiles have been convolved by MobRa averaging

kernel matrix and a priori vertical profiles in order to match

the resolution of the ground-based instrument and to account

for the a priori contribution in the retrieval (see, e.g., [27] for
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Fig. 12. (Left) Vertical H2O profiles for July 12, 2007. A priori (dots) and
estimated (solid) profiles. The thin horizontal lines correspond to the total error,
and the horizontal thick lines correspond to the measurement error within the
optimal retrieval domain (i.e., measurement response greater than 0.75). (Right)
H2O averaging kernels, measurement response (thick solid line), and vertical
resolution associated to each averaging kernel (in kilometers). The vertical
dotted line represents the 0.75 measurement response.

Fig. 13. (Left) H2O vertical profiles and (right) relative difference from MLS
for July 12, 2007: A priori (dots), MobRa (solid), MLS (dashed), and MLS
convolved with the averaging kernels of MobRa in order to match the ground-
based instrument vertical resolution (dashed–dot).

a detailed description of the convolution procedure). Fig. 13

(left) shows the vertical profiles for July 12, 2007, from MobRa,

MLS (four averaged profiles), and MLS convolved with MobRa

averaging kernels, as well as the a priori profile. The right panel

shows the relative difference from the MLS profiles. A good

agreement (±5%) can be observed between MobRa and MLS

in the altitude range of 35–55 km. Below 35 km, MobRa starts

to underestimate H2O compared with MLS. The difference

between MobRa and MLS reaches about −20% and −40% at

30 and 25 km, respectively, reducing down to about −15% and

−30%, respectively, when compared with the MLS convolved

vertical profiles.

The difference between MobRa and MLS in the lower

stratosphere is likely to be induced by the instrumental baseline

contamination. A better characterization of Tb,res and the use of

a phase shifter properly tuned to minimize the standing waves

in the receiver [14] will probably improve the retrieval of H2O

in the lower stratosphere.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER WORK

A new compact, mobile, and automated radiometer (MobRa)

has been developed for measuring water vapor in the middle at-

mosphere by detecting the 22.235-GHz emission line. The bias

caused by the wide beamwidth antenna is corrected by includ-

ing the antenna radiation pattern in the calculation of elevation-

dependent parameters. Tipping curve measurements are used

to estimate the opacity of the troposphere and to calculate the

brightness temperature of the sky, which can, in turn, be used

as a cold load. A comparison against LN2 calibration shows

good agreement when considering Trec (relative absolute differ-

ence <1%). First daily-averaged measured spectra show very

promising moderate baseline undulations. Retrievals of middle

atmospheric H2O have been achieved, giving vertical profiles

from 25 to 55 km with a measurement error of ∼0.8 ppmv

(∼15%) and a vertical resolution ranging from 10 to 20 km,

increasing with height. Further work on baseline minimization

and characterization will help enlarge the retrieval range toward

the lower stratosphere. Preliminary validations with Aura/MLS

show a good agreement (∼5%) in the 35–55-km altitude range,

but a strong negative bias appears at lower altitudes (up to about

−30% at 25 km), which is probably induced by an instrumental

baseline contamination. Further long-term validation of the

H2O retrievals against model outputs and measurements from

spaceborne and ground-based instruments are required to assess

the quality of the measurements so that the MobRa radiometer

can be part of NDACC.
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